ABSTRACT

Introduction The Ebola virus disease (EVD) outbreak in West Africa, affecting Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone from 2014 to 2016, was a substantial public health crisis with health impacts extending past EVD itself. Access to maternal health services (MHS) was disrupted during the epidemic, with reductions in antenatal care, facility-based deliveries and postnatal care. We aimed to identify and describe barriers to the uptake and provision of MHS during the 2014–2016 EVD outbreak in West Africa.

Methods In June 2020, we conducted a scoping review of peer-reviewed publications and grey literature from relevant stakeholder organisations. Search terms were generated to identify literature that explained underlying access barriers to MHS. Published literature in scientific journals was first searched and extracted from PubMed and Web of Science databases for the period between 1 January 2014 and 27 June 2020. We hand-searched relevant stakeholder websites. A ‘snowball’ approach was used to identify relevant sources uncaptured in the systematic search. The identified literature was examined to synthesise themes using an existing framework.

Results Nineteen papers were included, with 26 barriers to MHS uptake and provision identified. Three themes emerged: (1) fear and mistrust, (2) health system and service constraints, and (3) poor communication. Our analysis of the literature indicates that fear, experienced by both service users and providers, was the most recurring barrier to MHS. Constrained health systems negatively impacted MHS on the supply side. Poor communication and inadequately coordinated training efforts disallowed competent provision of MHS.

Conclusions Barriers to accessing MHS during the EVD outbreak in West Africa were influenced by complex but inter-related factors at the individual, interpersonal, health system and international level. Future responses to EVD outbreaks need to address underlying reasons for fear and mistrust between patients and providers, and ensure MHS are adequately equipped both routinely and during crises.

INTRODUCTION

Timely access to skilled maternal health services (MHS) is a critical component of precluding preventable maternal morbidity and mortality. Although maternal mortality decreased 29% globally between 1990 and 2015, the extent to which Millennium Development Goal 5 aimed to reduce maternal morbidity and mortality was broadly missed. Continued efforts are essential to improve equitable access to MHS, particularly in the context of public health crises. Public health crises, such as the 2014 outbreak of Ebola virus disease (EVD) in West Africa, risk disrupting MHS and progress made in maternal health outcomes, particularly in regions with weak existing health infrastructure.

There is evidence from the 2014 outbreak of EVD in Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone that shows a deterioration in uptake and provision of MHS, while just two studies, both conducted in Sierra Leone, reported insignificant changes in access to MHS. When compared with preoutbreak metrics,
significant reductions in facility-based deliveries have been found across the three countries.4–10 Similarly, across Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone, reported utilisation of antenatal care (ANC) and postnatal care (PNC) saw significant reductions.4–10 Previous studies have estimated that utilisation of the first ANC visit and facility-based deliveries in Guinea and PNC in Sierra Leone were found to be reduced by 59%, 62% and 22%,13 respectively. In parts of Liberia, another study reported utilisation of ANC and facility-based deliveries to be at less than 14% and 9% of peak utilisation, respectively.5 After the start of the outbreak, one paper reports a 34% increase in the facility-based maternal mortality ratio in Sierra Leone,13 with other authors estimating similar increases in maternal mortality due to reduced access to MHS.8

Prior studies that quantified the negative impact of EVD on access to MHS did not robustly provide an explanation for the documented reductions.4–10 With more frequent EVD outbreaks occurring since 2014, as seen in the Democratic Republic of Congo, it is essential to quantify negative changes in MHS, and investigate the underlying causes of the negative changes to inform policies and interventions. Against this background, we aimed to identify and describe barriers to MHS uptake and provision during the 2014–2016 EVD outbreak in Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone to guide recommendations for future EVD outbreak responses.

METHODS

We conducted a scoping literature review using scholarly and grey literature.

Search method

We searched PubMed and Web of Science in August 2019, and updated this in June 2020. Search terms input to ‘All Fields’ were: ebola OR ‘ebola virus’ OR ‘ebola virus disease’ AND matern* OR obstet* OR perinatal OR antenatal OR pregnan* OR birth* OR ‘child birth’ AND health OR ‘health care’ OR service* OR deliver* OR provi* OR utilite* OR uptake OR system* OR impact* OR implication* OR barrier* OR facilit* OR access* OR ‘care seeking’.

Grey literature not published in scientific journals was included to consider research from key actors in the EVD response. To facilitate inclusivity, a broad search strategy was employed using the phrase ‘Ebola and maternal health’ on websites of the following key response actors during the outbreak: WHO, Médecins Sans Frontières, Oxfam, United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA), UNICEF, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, and the Ministries of Health for Liberia, Guinea and Sierra Leone. We performed a hand-search, or ‘snowball technique’, using the references of literature included, and relevant literature reviews, to identify any further sources uncaptured in the systematic search.

Patient and public involvement

Neither patients nor individuals of the public were involved in our research at any stage.

Inclusion and exclusion

All literature generated was screened by title, abstract and full text using inclusion and exclusion criteria. We included literature that provided an explanation of the underlying barriers to accessing MHS. Specific inclusion criteria comprised literature in English or French, set in Guinea, Liberia and/or Sierra Leone, regarding EVD, published between 1 January 2014 and 27 June 2020 and relating to MHS, users or providers. MHS included health services necessary to promote health, manage complications and prevent morbidity and mortality related to pregnancy, birth and the postpartum period, including skilled birth attendance, ANC and PNC.14

We excluded vaccine research, development and clinical trials; clinical management, pathological and physiological research; case studies and case definitions; chain of transmission and outbreak modelling; capacity building, systems strengthening and strategic planning for future outbreaks; assessments of the status of MHS before or after the epidemic; ethics papers; personal commentary; child health, including prevention of mother-to-child transmission of HIV; press releases and news articles; and reviews, reflections and analyses of existing literature.

Analysis and data extraction

An existing theoretical framework was applied to guide literature analysis.15 The framework’s authors expanded on existing literature regarding barriers to accessing healthcare in low-income countries.15–17 The following definition of access was used:

The opportunity to reach and obtain appropriate healthcare services in situations of perceived need for care… resulting from the interface between the characteristics of persons, households, social and physical environments and the characteristics of health systems, organisations and providers.18

The authors described barriers to access in four categories: geographic accessibility, availability, affordability and acceptability.15 Each category is dichotomised further into supply side (service provision) and demand side (service uptake) barriers.15 Barriers to service provision considered elements at the health system level that hampered the ability or desire of providers to deliver MHS competently and safely.15 Barriers to service uptake hindered users from seeking or receiving MHS.15

RESULTS

Database searches yielded 454 papers, of which 166 were duplicates. The remaining 288 papers were screened and excluded by title (n=237), abstract (n=24) and full text (n=11), resulting in 16 papers. Hand-searching resulted in an additional three papers included (figure 1; online supplemental material 1). Reasons for exclusions following abstract review included: papers unrelated to MHS (n=5); assessments of MHS before or after the EVD outbreak (n=2); capacity building or systems strengthening focus (n=2); papers that quantified access to MHS...
without describing underlying barriers (n=13); or papers no longer available (n=2). Exclusions following full-text reading were reviews (n=3), reflections or analyses (n=7) and one news article. Of the 19 papers included, 15 were explicitly peer reviewed and four did not clearly state the peer-review status. The types of literature included were: four quantitative studies, five qualitative studies, eight mixed methods studies, one academic commentary and one modelling study. Two papers were specific to Guinea, 4 to Liberia, 11 to Sierra Leone and 2 were general to all three countries. A Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses diagram illustrates the results of the literature search (figure 1).19

After applying the framework,15 26 barriers to MHS uptake and provision were identified and are presented in table 1.

The literature indicates that accessible, available, affordable and acceptable MHS diminished during the EVD outbreak, with availability and acceptability particularly affected. Patterns in the literature yielded three themes: fear and mistrust; health system and service constraints; and poor communication. Each theme represents a synthesis of barriers to MHS for both uptake and provision as reflected in the literature, and particularly concurs with the research of Bell and colleagues.20

**Theme I: fear and mistrust**

Fifteen papers reported fear and mistrust as barriers to MHS uptake and/or provision. Three papers made no mention of fear or mistrust as a barrier to MHS,21 22 while another recognised fear among healthcare workers (HCWs) that did not impede service provision.23

Multidimensional fear cut across every dimension of the healthcare access framework and was experienced by MHS users and providers in Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone. The literature evidenced that pregnant women feared multiple aspects of engaging with healthcare: acquiring EVD at health facilities; being transferred to an EVD treatment centre; the appearance of HCWs in personal protective equipment (PPE); receiving disrespectful care; and the possible refusal of MHS.3 24–35 Fear and stigmatisation of HCWs was a particularly noteworthy barrier to MHS given their increased exposure to and risk of contracting EVD.3 24 26–31 35 Demand-side fear had immediate subsidiary effects as it led to delayed uptake of MHS, which increased acuity of maternal morbidity.24 26 30

Fear was facilitated by existing public mistrust of the government and government-backed healthcare and was exacerbated as rumours regarding EVD and the intentions of HCWs and other EVD responders proliferated.3 24–30 32 35 Authors reported rumours such as HCWs...
injecting EVD or spreading EVD for money or witchcraft. It was further rumoured that HCWs were unnecessarily transferring patients to EVD treatment centres for money or other unknown reasons. One author reported the rumour that Liberians were being killed so that westerners could have their kidneys. Although the details differed, rumours acted as a barrier to MHS in all three countries. Further, in part as result of these rumours, one paper concluded that uptake of public MHS decreased, while private MHS increased, potentially decreasing affordability of MHS.

Across all three countries, reports found that HCWs providing MHS feared acquiring EVD from patients and transmitting it to their families or communities. This is particularly relevant for MHS due to the heightened risk of contracting EVD from exposure to bodily fluids that are expelled during childbirth. This affected access from the supply side as motivation to provide MHS diminished.

While the literature suggests that mistrust was a barrier for women to seek MHS, those who did seek MHS were distrust by HCWs. In Sierra Leone, UNFPA reported that HCWs distrusted pregnant women to be honest about EVD symptoms or exposure, reducing acceptable provision of MHS. This fearful attitude towards pregnant women was seemingly embodied by the community as well. In Liberia, pregnant women claimed to be the ‘most feared social group’ after experiencing stigmatisation from their communities, which likely reduced demand-side access to MHS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Barriers to uptake and provision of maternal health services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Provision barriers</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic accessibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Travel restrictions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Lack of ambulances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Insufficient staffing (absenteeism, abandonment, transfer and/or death related to EVD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Unqualified, traditional HCWs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Facility closures, reduced hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Waiting time increased with EVD testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Resource diversion and scarcity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► EVD screening difficulties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Exclusion of pregnant women from services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► MHS reduced, suspended, discontinued or unavailable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Late or no referral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► HCW fear of EVD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Absent, insufficient or delayed training on EVD and infection control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Clinical guidelines absent, unclear, impractical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Lapse of support to traditional birth attendants and community health workers for MHS referrals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affordability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Informal fees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Shift from public to private facilities due to fear of EVD in the public sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceptability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Rumours that MHS are no longer free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Staff mistrust of pregnant women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Worsened interpersonal skills among HCWs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Community fear and/or mistrust of facility-based HCWs and health facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Preference for/increased traditional, community-based care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► Stigmatisation of HCWs, pregnant women and EVD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>► No touch policy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Adapted theoretical framework.

EVD, Ebola virus disease; HCW, healthcare worker; MHS, maternal health services.
exacerbated during the epidemic as resources were diverted away from routine MHS to supplement the EVD response.26–30,35 In Liberia, Bell et al linked lack of PPE to fear of service provision.26–29

Health facilities and personnel

Health facility closure and reduced health facility hours were reported in Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone.22,24,28–31,34 Three papers, two in Sierra Leone22,25 and one in Guinea,24 reported the closure of fewer public health facilities compared with private health facilities, while just one study conducted in Liberia reported the inverse.20 In Sierra Leone, Drevin et al reported that closure of private health facilities increased the burden of demand for caesarean sections in the public sector.25 Even when facilities remained open, quarantines and travel restrictions, imposed to facilitate EVD control, worsened geographic accessibility to MHS for both service users and some non-governmental organisation (NGO)-staffed providers.33,35

Insufficient numbers of HCWs also posed a barrier to available MHS in the three countries. HCW shortages during the outbreak were attributed to job abandonment, transfer of HCWs to EVD treatment centres and HCW death from EVD.21,25,24,27,30,36 A modelling study postulates increases in maternal mortality of 38%, 74% and 111% in Guinea, Sierra Leone and Liberia, respectively, due to EVD-related HCW death.21 Some HCWs abandoned their work due to fear of acquiring EVD from pregnant and labouring women.27 Among the HCWs that continued service provision, it was reported that some refused care to pregnant women, halting availability of MHS in some areas.27,34

Financial barriers to MHS were addressed in three papers. On the demand side, research led by UNFPA in Sierra Leone reported rumours that previously free health services, including MHS, were no longer free during the EVD outbreak.27 In Liberia, one paper reported that informal fees in the public sector, a barrier to MHS that existed before the EVD outbreak, were exacerbated during the outbreak.31 On the supply side, it was reported in one paper that some community health workers that provided MHS were not paid during the outbreak.35

In Liberia and Sierra Leone, the HCW gap in MHS was partially filled by traditional birth attendants (TBAs).3,31,33–35 The literature suggests that TBAs were more trusted by pregnant women20,33,35 and less likely to discontinue their provision of MHS due to fear.35 However, while the Liberian Ministry of Health recognises TBAs, community-based births are normally forbidden by law and screening processes were inefficient.29,32 One study in Sierra Leone reported that the difficult differential diagnosis caused pregnant women to wait in an EVD treatment centre until proven EVD negative before they were transferred to the maternity unit.23 This increased waiting times for MHS, delayed responses to obstetric emergencies and risked mortality for the pregnant woman and her fetus.23,27,29,32 Further, Miller et al reported that HCW confusion regarding the ‘no touch’ policy caused the cessation of MHS in some parts of Liberia.35

Theme III: poor communication

The literature indicates that the EVD response and the ability to continue routine MHS was hampered by poor communication and coordination at the community, health system, national and international levels.26,30,31,35 As discussed, rumours and misinformation at the community level caused barriers to using MHS, which one paper attributed to lack of or delayed community sensitisation around EVD.35 At the health system level, lack of knowledge and absent or delayed training on EVD and ICP measures were particularly highlighted as barriers to MHS.5,28,24–26,30,31,34 In Sierra Leone, some midwives received their information about EVD from informal sources, rather than reliable national or international government or NGOs, which risked the spread of inaccurate information and potentially increased fear.30 Midwives also reported a lack of communication on clinical guidelines for EVD-positive pregnant women.29 Even when evidence-based information was available and accessible, infection control policies and HCW confusion around or inability to implement these policies prevented provision of the necessary level of care that MHS require, which posed supply-side and demand-side barriers to MHS.20

DISCUSSION

This review explored the barriers to MHS uptake and provision during the EVD outbreak in Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone by applying an established healthcare access framework. We identified cross-cutting themes on barriers to MHS uptake and provision. The three recurring themes were: fear and mistrust, health system and service constraints, and poor communication. The negative impacts of fear, constrained health systems and poor communication during the EVD outbreak in West Africa have been discussed by other authors.27–40 Our analysis of the literature revealed that fear, experienced by both service users and providers, was the most recurring barrier to MHS across the region. Further, in agreement with the literature, fear of service provision was especially strong in certain contexts, particularly in Sierra Leone, where reports of fear of service provision were prevalent.20 Therefore, while the Liberian Ministry of Health recognises the potential for fear to impact on uptake of MHS,21–23 the Liberian literature was less focused on the fear of service provision among HCWs and service users.35

As EVD is transmitted via bodily contact with infected individuals, a strict ‘no touch’ policy was enacted in health systems across Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone, which posed a barrier to MHS.27,31,35 It was reported that HCWs in some contexts did not touch patients until proven EVD negative.23,27,29 The symptoms of EVD often mimic those of obstetric emergencies, and EVD triage and screening processes were inefficient.29,32 One study in Sierra Leone reported that the difficult differential diagnosis caused pregnant women to wait in an EVD treatment centre until proven EVD negative before they were transferred to the maternity unit.23 This increased waiting times for MHS, delayed responses to obstetric emergencies and risked mortality for the pregnant woman and her fetus.23,27,29,32 Further, Miller et al reported that HCW confusion regarding the ‘no touch’ policy caused the cessation of MHS in some parts of Liberia.35

No touch policy

As EVD is transmitted via bodily contact with infected individuals, a strict ‘no touch’ policy was enacted in health systems across Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone, which posed a barrier to MHS.27,31,35 It was reported that HCWs in some contexts did not touch patients until proven EVD negative.23,27,29 The symptoms of EVD often mimic those of obstetric emergencies, and EVD triage and screening processes were inefficient.29,32 One study in Sierra Leone reported that the difficult differential diagnosis caused pregnant women to wait in an EVD treatment centre until proven EVD negative before they were transferred to the maternity unit.23 This increased waiting times for MHS, delayed responses to obstetric emergencies and risked mortality for the pregnant woman and her fetus.23,27,29,32 Further, Miller et al reported that HCW confusion regarding the ‘no touch’ policy caused the cessation of MHS in some parts of Liberia.35

Theme III: poor communication

The literature indicates that the EVD response and the ability to continue routine MHS was hampered by poor communication and coordination at the community, health system, national and international levels.26,30,31,35 As discussed, rumours and misinformation at the community level caused barriers to using MHS, which one paper attributed to lack of or delayed community sensitisation around EVD.35 At the health system level, lack of knowledge and absent or delayed training on EVD and ICP measures were particularly highlighted as barriers to MHS.5,28,24–26,30,31,34 In Sierra Leone, some midwives received their information about EVD from informal sources, rather than reliable national or international government or NGOs, which risked the spread of inaccurate information and potentially increased fear.30 Midwives also reported a lack of communication on clinical guidelines for EVD-positive pregnant women.29 Even when evidence-based information was available and accessible, infection control policies and HCW confusion around or inability to implement these policies prevented provision of the necessary level of care that MHS require, which posed supply-side and demand-side barriers to MHS.20
with Bell et al, our analysis indicates that fear was a driver for other barriers to MHS.20 Constrained health system resources negatively impacted MHS provision. Poorly delivered communication and inadequate training efforts disallowed competent provision of MHS.

Fear played an indelible role in influencing behaviours among the public and HCWs during the EVD outbreak in West Africa.40,41 A consequential effect of fear was the mistrust it propagated between the public and HCWs. Moreover, it has been documented that HCWs were heavily stigmatised partly due to their high incidence of EVD infection.40,42–45 HCWs in Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone had 21–32 times more risk of contracting EVD when compared with non-HCWs.46 Further, HCWs experienced EVD-related mortality rates of 1.45%, 8.07% and 6.85% in Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone, respectively.21 Considering the significant risk of morbidity that HCWs encountered provides context to demand-side fear of HCWs and health facilities as well as supply-side fear of continuing service provision.

A key aspect of the EVD response was to institute stringent protocols for ICP within health facilities, including the no touch policy and enhancements in the use of PPE by HCWs and front-line responders.47–49 These protocols may have introduced some unintended consequences as the outbreak progressed. For instance, a qualitative study conducted in Sierra Leone near the end of the outbreak found that the PPE worn by health workers facilitated a breakdown in trust between patients and providers.46 Moreover, some ICP policies were costly violations of cultural norms, seemed to deepen mistrust between communities, patients and HCWs, and further facilitated opposition towards government-backed healthcare, which subsequently reduced demand-side access to facility-based MHS.31,50–52 In other cases where mistrust was not a factor, some women may opt out of a facility-based delivery for practical reasons under the assumption that HCWs would not touch them. Even as the outbreak was nearing its end, lingering fear may have also influenced health-seeking behaviours. For example, a national household survey in Sierra Leone showed that only 63% of respondents were willing to ride in an ambulance if they became ill.53

Lack of PPE for HCWs was particularly highlighted in the literature as a supply-side barrier to MHS. Preoutbreak resource scarcity may have been less important or recognised by HCWs outside times of public health crisis as fear of EVD flourished. HCWs must be equipped with sufficient resources, particularly PPE, to protect themselves from infection, mitigate fear and increase provision of MHS. Further, it is important to simultaneously educate the community surrounding the individual and community-level benefits of PPE to assuage any misconceptions and mistrust that PPE propagates.

Health system constraints evidenced in the literature are relatively unsurprising given the region’s weak existing infrastructure. Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone were deficient in all six of the WHO’s criteria for a successful health system: labour force, health information, technology and supplies, governance, financing and service provision prior to the outbreak54; this made it difficult for local health systems to maintain routine MHS and effectively respond to the outbreak simultaneously. It is important to bear in mind the broader effects of an epidemic and equip routine services for success. In addition to routine MHS, obstetric emergencies require prompt facility-based attention by skilled HCWs, making consistent access to these services a high priority. Horizontally strengthening the capacities of national health systems to provide universal, routine healthcare and the ability to survey and mitigate public health risks necessitates continued efforts.55

The authors reported that the EVD outbreak caused a shift from public, facility-based MHS to private facilities and TBAs.3,31,33–35 Increased use of private facilities for MHS raises questions around equitable access and cost barriers, while the use of TBAs poses a barrier to skilled MHS. Given that some literature indicated that TBAs were more trusted than facility-based HCWs,56,57 it may be prudent to further involve TBAs in future responses to EVD outbreaks by equipping them with the training and supplies necessary to mitigate risks of infection and barriers to MHS.

Mitigating access barriers requires intersectoral collaboration at the local, national and international levels, including for effective and efficient responses to public health crises. Based on research conducted during the SARS epidemic, prioritising quick, widespread dissemination of health and safety information to HCWs and communities is vital.56 Messages should be accessible, simple and culturally appropriate and should rectify any known misconceptions.56 Further, involving trusted leaders, including TBAs, as the communicators of these messages could facilitate dissemination and adherence to the public health recommendations in communities. Engaging with and educating communities is essential to curb transmission of EVD and facilitate confidence and participation in the response.57 Moreover, research conducted during the outbreak of EVD further indicates that robust, well-coordinated education for HCWs decreased levels of fear40 and may also increase motivation to provide MHS during outbreaks of EVD. Further, peer support for HCWs, both in person and via social media, increased motivation and confidence in providing health services.40

Although our review was specific to the 2014 outbreak of EVD in Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone, the lessons learnt may have broader relevance for outbreaks which incite fear and health system disruptions. Fear of infectious diseases certainly preceded EVD56 and health systems ill prepared to manage epidemics are not unique to Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone.58 Indeed, the current COVID-19 pandemic has been projected to result in a significant increase in maternal mortality based on many of the same barriers.59 Therefore, it is important that historical learning is applied to mitigate the indirect
impacts of infectious disease outbreaks, and inform the development of resilient health systems.

This paper had four key limitations. First, it considers three heterogeneous countries, Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone, together. We identified more literature in Sierra Leone (n=11) and Liberia (n=4) compared with Guinea (n=2). Assessing the region as one entity prevented an in-depth analysis of each country’s social, political and economic situations, which may have posed barriers to MHS. However, themes were found common across the countries suggesting shared experiences and barriers. Second, we focused on access to MHS rather than on quality of MHS. Quality is helpful to consider, as access to poor quality services could increase harm to maternal health. Third, the literature could have exaggerated results, particularly in areas with a high volume of EVD cases, as the epidemic was an emotionally charged situation. Selection bias to ensure safety of researchers during the outbreak is plausible, and data collection conducted after its end is subject to recall bias. Further, analysis of existing data, such as health facility records, relies on complete and accurate reporting, which may have been impossible during the epidemic. Research limitations may create erroneous depictions of barriers to MHS. Future research that considers more specific rural context and integrates quality of care into the analysis is warranted. Finally, our review did not recognize and discuss any resiliency of MHS that was described by some authors.11-13

CONCLUSION

The 2014 EVD outbreak in West Africa created unique and exacerbated existing barriers to MHS. Patient-provider fear and mistrust, constrained health systems and insufficient attempts to communicate with HCWs and communities were the key barriers to MHS identified. Moreover, fear was seemingly the cause or effect of other barriers to MHS. The global health community, in accordance with trusted local leaders, must prioritise strategic planning to address fear, strengthen health systems to continue routine services, and better coordinate communication and education efforts to reduce barriers to MHS in future outbreaks of EVD.
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